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A photo story



It is not easy to be a big bird on this planet. 
At the same time, it is far more difficult to be 

a clever bird.
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A clever pelican  
was often sitting  
on a pole and 
thinking.  
Sometimes  
his thoughts 
were sad.



Mainly they were about food.



A whole flock of small birds  
needed…



…the same amount of food,



…as he did.



The clever pelican sometimes made 
the shadow of his great-grandfather — 
a huge pterodactyl — on the sand and 
talked to him. He well understood 
why his great-grandfather had died.



Actually, the pelican was always 
thinking on something on his poles. 

And that wasn’t accidental.



When he was a kid, he asked  
for wisdom the main pelicans’ Gods — 

Two Gold Pelicans.   



Since that time his traction  
for the sublime had never left him.



Every day of the clever pelican 
was filled with something.



Every Monday  
he sang  

in the beach  
choir.



Every Tuesday  
he practiced group dances.



Every Wednesday  
he practiced folk dancing.



Every Thursday the pelican 
learnt arithmetic.



Every Friday he took classes 
of poetry from a local artist.



Every Saturday he learnt  
to walk in a beautiful way 

from one tourist.



Every Sunday he flew 
to an Island,



…to his wife.



Moreover, he always felt traction 
to various beach philosophers.



He himself liked to think  
and reflect upon everything, 



…observe various…



…forms of life…



…at his channel.



The pelican never forgot  
about sports as well. Once a day  

he practiced bird’s combat sports,



…every morning he backstroked
a kilometer…



…and swam on stomach
two kilometers.



Other pelicans liked their 
outstanding fellow very much.



And when he retired and moved 
to his wife on the Island,



…they erected a monument
in his honor near the channel.
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It is not easy to be a big 
bird on this planet.   

At the same time,  
it is far more difficult 

to be a clever bird.




